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Abstract
This article had a purpose: to explain the new ways of management for the work,
including initiatives like the democratic and collective management, the reappropriation of the
knowledge and information, the machines and equipments usage as production helpers,
besides the rising of new economical and social relationships that could be created from these
changes – all these elements are included at the main point to the understanding of the
Solidary Economy process, on that the enterprises could join economical maintenance and
social compromising. Multiple and varied solutions are essential to the self-management
enterprises: in many times the resources found in the traditional models could be uncertain.
For that reason, the Solidary Economy enterprise shows some peculiarities – organizational,
fiscal, juridical, patrimonial, etc. The central focus of our research are the knowledge about
the self-management usages and the productive process employed at the everyday work at
these organizations as a essential tool to the comprehension of the new basis of Solidary
Economy arrangement. Although the investigated co-operatives belonging to different activity
branches, they finding to maintain and to increase its democratical and varied experiences
from the traditional companies. These examples could demonstrate the strength and the power
of the self-management enterprises inside the new panorama of economical growth in the
Brazil and the world.
Keywords: Self-management, Industrial Engineering, Solidary Economy, Productive
Process, Co-operatives.

1. Introduction
The new political, social and economical realities brought by the changes that
happening at all sections are a challenge to the initiative to maintain a high pattern of
economical development and at the same time to improve the quality of the people's life.
The panorama of the so called globalization is very distinguished from country to
country, however their effects can be even similar. There are difficulties or challenges to be
faced in a several way in each nation.
The transformations in the work’s world are one of those effects that have been
appointed problems to be understand and solved through investigations examined carefully
about those changes, so much in the worker's level as in the work forms.
The direction that is being taken exercises a great influence to the emergence of
alternatives that can be fairer and equal. The Solidary Economy is one of these alternatives
that congregate several experiences and social models for the economical development.
The emergence of a new way to economy organization with basis in the solidarity and
ethical already has a quite rich and diversified prehistory. The pioneers threw basis to the new
forces capable to renew and, in some cases, create new social and economical practices.
The Co-operative Movement, a model of economical enterprise, was the main
contributor for the new relationships appeared with the Solidary Economy. In the current
world of fast and deep changes, The Co-operative Movement also began to look for
adaptation, becoming more popular and being work and income source for the excluded and
marginalized.
The democratic and self-management mechanisms beginning to be a daily practice in
the solidary enterprises, from the difficulties or existent deficiencies showed at the groups.
The lack of financial resources, experience, formation in administration, technologies or even

equipments with that could begin the work had to be overcome through the union and
collective force. Only with the support of all were capable to face difficulties and to overcome
obstacles.
Besides the socially excluded groups, the new social and economical reality also
brought a process of bankruptcy of the companies and business branches in several parts of
the world. In the Brazil, the situation was not different, and with that new element, appearing
the experiences of workers taking over of its old companies, the only alternative before the
unemployment. A difficult process, because many companies had already been obsolete or
dilapidated technologically. However, that was not an insurmountable obstacle.
Those new experiences in the economical field are yet in the middle and their ways
can still suffer with some misdirection or enlarge their organization options and growth. The
enrichment through the knowledge of other experiences in other parts is one of those options.
The Solidary Economy as an object of studying, understanding and contemplating is a
challenge that several areas of the knowledge are already facing. Changes exist in fact, which
the new qualities or difficulties in the road of those enterprises: it is a new development
started from the existent traditional organizations. That is the sense of solidary economical
enterprise.
The diversity of experiences and their multiple interpretations requests a careful
analysis of the object in focus from the researcher. The basic demand is a change among the
areas of the knowledge and the search for similarities in terms of procedures and results.
Inside the areas of the specific knowledge, as the Production Engineering, that theme
becomes a challenge: the PE could contribute to supply the needs or to potentiate the
innovations that emerge from the Solidary enterprises in the management of the production.
The analysis of experiences is important to create a better focus on the collaboration of
Production Engineering in the expansion of the Solidary Economy.

The choice of the co-operatives analyzed at this work arises from the need of
approaching of several aspects of the production in different sections, from handicraft to the
industrial production. The bases of the popular enterprises are: self-management, information
democracy, the knowledge application of management and production, innovations and
improvisations, however if that results in profit and financial returns that can be shared among
all. These processes are already part of a deeper analysis of the mechanisms that turn a
differentiated administration.
In the same way: why applies and takes to work an instrumental celebrated in
traditional companies if the foundations are different, because cannot recreate tools at every
moment? This is a question that needs some understanding to overcome the difficulties. In the
same way, the study of several cases is to show the limits and to help to point the new roads
to develop.
The target of this article intends to make a map of the groups in their daily activities of
work, administration and organization of the production, as a different practice. That analyzed
co-operatives are not extraordinary examples, but real enterprise workers that intends to
maintain their incomes and enlarges an experience that already walks to the full development.

2. Objective and hypothesis
The research developed has as central objective: conceptualizes the practices of the
productive process at the daily activities of solidary economical enterprises as a phenomenon
"sui generis" inside the Production Engineering.
The starting hypothesis is about that productive process of self-management presents a
dynamic formation (transition period) based in three different moments: rejection,
understanding and innovation. Those moments do not necessarily understanding as a linear
way, and there are many contradictions.

Starting from the observation of the changes and conflicts caused by the transition of
the traditional management models for the self-management model allowed to establishing, as
complementally hypothesis, that such process leads to a daily learning for the workers,
moving them from a productive system to other, keeping in check concepts previously
acquired.
There is a last hypothesis: the idea that a cultural change followed the productive
restructuring are necessary, what can lead, in a longer period, to innovative productive
processes.

3 Methodology
The present research has a central purpose: the approach humanist/qualitative. Hughes
(1983) emphasizes that the human life is, in essence, "different", what requests a methodology
to study the people qualitatively. Minayo (1994) reinforces the use of the methodology when
affirming that the qualitative research considers the universe of the meanings, motivations,
aspirations, faiths, values and attitudes that matches with a deep space of the relationships,
processes and phenomena that cannot quantified and either reduced to the operation of
variables.
The method used in the field of the qualitative research is the case study: an intensive
study, in which all of the aspects of the case are investigated. The directions are given by the
obtained and understood full description of the relationships of the factors in each case,
besides the number of involved cases. As Yin (1994) observes, the case study is a particularly
appropriate form for situations in which it is impossible to separate the variables of the
phenomenon of your context. The essence of the case study the looking for some explain to
decisions or a cluster of decisions: why were they thought, the way of them they were
implemented and which were the results

The case study’s choice for the development of this research was due to two facts: in
first place, that methodology allows confronting the practice with the theory; in second place,
the little literature found about this theme. In accordance with Oda (2001), Singer (2002) and
Parra (2002), the companies with basis in the self-management related literature, as a rule,
favored the historical, ideological and legal (price-fixing and procedures of cooperatives
constitution) aspects. There is very little researching on the subjects related to the production
and to the work, and the existent literature does follow all problems.
Interview and direct observation methodologies was used, because the questionnaire
used tends in general to present an impersonal character, and the researched subjects answers
are out of the studied situation, that did not to allow the extraction of the whole dynamics of
the studied phenomenon. In the research, a model of primary data collection was adopted,
based on the semi-structured interview that allowed more flexible questions. In the greater
number of cases, the interview was guided by a list of questions or subjects that explored. The
format allowed the researcher to let the interviewee's world vision emerged. The interviews
were recorded (video and audio) and later transcribed for a more solid analysis.
The other research instruments used, besides the interviews, are all the available
sources of direct observation: visits in situ, video recordings, pictures, documentation (reports
of activities and research, among others).
For the selection of the researched cases, the concept of theoretical sampling was used
(GLASER; STRAUSS, 1967), using the basic criterion of the theoretical relevance, which is
the contribution for the development of the subject.
The intentional selection of the self-management companies followed the subsequent
criteria:
The company needs some fomentation entity;
selection by co-operatives of the productive section and the section of services (to
understand the organizational change process in the functions of production of

goods and operations);
relationship, approach, acceptance and readiness by the partner-workers of the cooperatives.
The development of the field research structured around four basic activities:
the experience of attendance of co-operatives self-management (direct and indirect)
that the researcher had since the year of 2000;
local visits for recognition of the presented cases;
itinerary of interviews, with recording in audio and video (some cases);
work reports regarding the researched groups.

4 Theoretical revision
4.1. Solidary Economy
A new economical model that can think integration forms between the purpose of
capital gains and the solidarity ethics and humanism. An economy directed to the people's
need and focused in the human development. Those are the main lines of the Solidary
Economy, still in the laborious step of the discovery, in that the attempts are wide and varied.
At the assertion process, mainly in Brazil, the experiences are quite intense. To become
manifest all these aspects requests the rescue of many histories and ideas.
The Solidary Economy affirmed itself through local, regional and national politics, in
inside initiatives of the governments and by the research institutions and multiform
encouragement (universities, churches, non-governmental organizations and others), but
mainly in the communities where its members organizes themselves to make possible
enterprises, assuring the survival.
The co-operative movement appears as the developed face of the Solidary Economy,
the most solid and durable model. The development of the co-operatives in Brazil has a long
path. In the last years, under the effects of the globalization, the co-operatives enterprises
multiplied and diversified.

The Solidary Economy is "other production way, whose basic beginnings are the
collective property or capital association and the right of individual freedom" (SINGER,
2002, p.10). Searching for the deal with the ownership changes of the production means, but
also the forms of ownership. The derived consequences of a new production organization, the
open possibilities in the control of this production, in the destiny of the surplus, turned a
social being, in the economical, social and cultural relationships created from these changes.
The described movement is still in a formation process, searching for possible
horizons that can or can’t be important for development. The multiplicity of experiences is a
proof of this construction process.
4.2. The Self-Management in the Production
The management is not any need to take place in the same way. The self-management
is a management system that consists in the autonomy to decide, by the members’ collectivity
of the company, the destinies, the processes and the results of the work.
One of the most important factors is the access to the knowledge and information, in
other words, the decisions are collective matter. The starting point: the idea that the
knowledge is a pretext for the democratization and instrument for the decision-making
(RUFINO, 2005). The construction of a new production and administration way, without
repetitions from the traditional models, only happens when all involved in be informed and
understood every productive process and the whole co-operative management process.
In self-management co-operatives, at first, only productive workers continues since it
is unnecessary any production control representative figure in the traditional shape. The
processes include the adoption of auto-control standards, as well as the farmers in their
collective activities. The workers eminent conflicts with owners ceases, because this functions
started to be only one. The information flow and experiences are available for all, avoiding
the concentration and promoting the democratization of the knowledge (RUFINO, 2005).

The fundamental condition for all these changes is the acquisition of a new system of
habits, patterns and values, solitary from the new social, cultural and individual interactions of
a group that feels and act in a solidary way (LEWIN, 2001). The member of a cooperative
society gets a conscience of belonging to a group and becomes answerable for him. From the
practice the self-management to administer the cooperative moment, they feels more valued
and maybe more than that, capable (RUFINO, 2002).
Maybe the great challenge of the self-management companies’ initiatives is the
reconciliation and assortment of their solidarity common grounds with market survival. This
last one demands competitiveness, but without the links with the rules of the traditional
model.

5 Case Study
Thinking about the related subjects of productive processes dynamics, derivative from
the objectives of the present researches, some topics chosen as centric in the group analysis:
work organization and productive processes: presentation of the organizational
dynamics;
relationships: intends to show the inter-personal relationships, from the individual to
the collective and from the collective to the individual;
formation: approaches the formal, professional and social education (selfmanagement);
collective knowledge management: presents the flow of information, appropriation
of knowledge and used techniques;
market and financial aspects: approaches to the financial (withdrawing and costs)
and market subjects of the cooperatives;
technology and innovations: exposes those incorporate in the cooperatives
production.

5.1 COOPERAFIS (Bahia - Brazil)
The COOPERAFIS – Portuguese acronym for Regional Co-operative of Fiber
Artisans of the Sertão – formed from the discussions of common problems of a 80 women
artisans group, in the end of 1998, during a course of craft training in sisal accomplished in
the region, at Brazilian northeastern.
This co-operative is considered the largest of the area. Counts on, nowadays, more
than 100 members (between 22 and 70 years), distributed in 10 production centers. The
groups had some specialization in different craft techniques, as the sewing of continuous
bundles, weaving in nails loom and knitwear mill in “Sisal” (Agave Sisalana Perrine,
Amarilidaceae) and “Caroá” (Neoglaziovia Variegate) to increase the products diversity.
The co-operative had a craft system of production: each worker makes the whole
product (in sisal and caroá), executing all phases of the process.

5.2 COOPEREXATA (Minas Gerais - Brazil)
The CooperExata (in Portuguese, Co-operative Workers Self-Management for Motors
Recondition Shop), formed in 1999, started from the employee’s staff that worked in a
recondition shop that failed.

The enterprise has nine partner-workers (varying between 25 and 50 years), the
majority with low education.
The production system is a manufacture to the services rendered in motors restoration
of trucks. This area demands specialized machines, propitiating a work division where each
one executes part of the process.

5.3 COOPERATIVA DO SABOR (São Paulo - Brazil)
This co-operative began its activities in the second semester of the year 2000, starting
from the discussion and mobilization of 18 former-employees of a restaurants network, in
crisis due to the bad administration, maintained opened just one of these restaurants.
Disjointed, the group nowadays crossing a period of financial problems and
apprehension to invest in improvements to the restaurant, because the goods that they bought
are seized for payments of the old property owner’s debts. Thus, the co-operative does not
growing up and the investments are seen as risks, cause the insecurity of losing the goods
again. Besides all these problems, the company lost 9 employees, and the succession situation
of the old company were considered by the justice and the members of co-operative are being
forced to pay former-employees labor debts.

The productive system is oriented to the feeding area, in the production of goods and
services in restaurant / snack bar. The division of the work happens in two fronts: service (bar,
cash flow, general services) and kitchen (all feeding that demands preparation: grill, salads,
and hot foods).

5.4 TEXTILCOOPER (São Paulo - Brazil)
These co-operative, named in Portuguese Industrial Co-operative of Workers in
Spinning, Weaving and Confections, originated from a process of direct leasing by the
representative of Randi Indústrias Têxteis Ltda., formally constituted in 2000. These cooperative reaches up to 90 members. The products commercialized by TextilCooper are
blankets, mantas and quilts (the lead product), marketed throughout Brazil.
The co-operative also crosses a great crisis, mainly because the seasonal character of
the product and the competition with the Chinese textile products (the manly competitor) and
the drop of demand and revenue, there are debts with the suppliers.
The manufacture is the type of the production system in the textile area by lots for the
production of blankets, mantas and quilts. There is a specialized division of the work:
preparation of the acrylic fibers, dyeing, spinning, weaving and finishing.
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6. Final considerations
The searching for a new culture (not only economical and productive), with larger
equality and social justice, is an attempt to stimulate new projects that can overtake the
difficulties and the challenges that, in the capitalist system, are seen as point to overcome and
transformation.
The structural and conjunctural changes happened in the last twenty-seven years
(1980-2007) shows that new forms of organization for the capitalist system are in the way to
the structuring and implementation. The globalization, the emerging productive models and
the new relationships in the world of the work are new forms to see and think the world,
besides essential elements for the economical development.
The degree of interdependence for the social actors in those new relationships is
important to notice the exceptions inside the system, from specific social groups (poor
populations) to less competitive or productive countries, turned dependent areas full with
cheap and disqualified labor. The individual exclusion leads to the poverty and lack of visible
infrastructure in countries of the Africa, Latin America and of parts of Asia.
In the more industrialized and competitive countries, the labor legislations are
questioned and, therefore, the workers in those countries are losing part of their rights. The
initiatives to made rights flexible and the organizational transformations tries to impose new

rhythms and ideas to the workers, maintaining the productivity in a very competitive and
profitable world.
The forms of co-operative movement are a healthy alternative to organization forms,
improving and expanding from the first experiences in the 19th century. At the globalization
atmosphere under the logic of the neo-liberalism in these the last years, a new form of seeing
the economy arises: the Solidary Economy. And the dynamics of the co-operative movement
in the world are the basis.
The enlargement of experiences in co-operative self-management is a mark, a form of
rethinking and increasing the new processes that can be important as alternatives for a better
social and economical development in the world.
Inside the Production Engineering perspective, the Solidary Economy appears comes
to sight as a reflection of the actions (techniques and tools) of production and work
organization, besides aspects already considered by like productive process, organizational
culture, ergonomics, participation, motivation etc. The challenge is reconciles those factors to
the non hierarchy, collective and democratic work model.
The main element for the democratic management: the equality among the
individuals inside a model of collective work. The self-management has a basic premise of
equality among the members (rights and duties), to make easy the growing up process in an
autonomous way, respecting the group and maintaining responsibilities and obligations.
The creation of a new culture or a new social model is the last transformation that
equality promotes, showing "that production managed in common would need to express the
refusal of all social exclusion forms, that suffocated any emancipated and democratic
aspiration. [...] It is a culture that takes place and goes to be doing" (OLIVEIRA, 2001, p.21).
Starting from those acknowledgements, we can notice that the solidary culture turns a
more structured inspiration inside the new patterns. The elimination of the difference between

the producer and the manager transforms itself in a new highest degree of relationships inside
the co-operatives. The members choice translates inside the enterprise the kind of inquire for
new values that avoid traditional values like the competitive individualism and the primacy of
the profit over the work (SINGER, 2000).
The difficulties in the transition model from the traditional management for selfmanagement are large, because the traces of the traditional and conventional model of work
are still very strong. Moreover, it’s unforgettable that an single administrative and
productive model valid for all co-operatives does not exist. Therefore, inside those limits
"we believed, whenever possible, it would be better to work together. Between their fellows,
the worker has the stimulus to imitate them, produce more and work with happiness. Besides,
the work in team can take to the reciprocal critics, always constructive" (GUILLAUME,
1981, p.306).
One of the most important changes is the knowledge administration in a collective
way. It is not only information and flow, but also the quality, readiness and width of the
produced. In that way, knowledge and information mixed up and a same shared flow, being,
for that, important means of collectivity maintenance of workers interest and job.
It is necessary to remember that, in the self-management model, the division
between administrator and producer does not exist, cause it is necessary the unification of
the components to the works achievement: planning, execution and control (CORRÊA, 2004;
SINGER, 2000). For this productive model the creation of more management tools to the
decision-making could be necessary (currently, restrictive and hierarchy in its majority), in
collective and democratic basis.
The management and execution unit, the tasks turns, the improvement of the
communication and the continuous learning in the co-operatives are important elements for
the auto-regulation process of the work, causes a production rationalization without the

hierarchic and imposing procedures of the traditional management, extending the cohesion
(overcoming of deficit or difficulties) of the co-operative. The management models used in
the companies with a bigger expansion of the work and greater responsibility of the worker
(empowerment, teamwork), are resources to motivate that productivity increase and quality,
the satisfaction of the laborer (SLACK, CHAMBERS, JONHSTON, 2002); however such
models are imposing, limited in the autonomy and hierarchy controlled.
The auto-regulation of the work is not enough to keep the competitiveness; the
company’s self-management also needs to improve or implement techniques of administrative
and production management to fortified as economic enterprises.
The staff specialization and creation of sectorial coordination’s can be necessary to
some co-operatives due to the high volumes of production, the number of members or the
process complexity. This does not mean the arising or reestablishment of a hierarchy of work
control, typical of the traditional management model (of the capital over the work), but a
composition where this structure subordinated to the entire collective, technically and
politically.
This new reality in formation can demand new instruments of analysis, and new tools
to development and structure definition assistance as well. New techniques or technologies
that can appraising the collective and at the same time keep the autonomy of the individual.
The improvement of the social conditions and formation technique can take the worker
to appropriate the existing technologies or looking for to extend the degree of
innovations that does not need initial investments.
The knowledge appropriation, from the co-operative members, under the form of wide
basic or technical formation is the foundation to that improvements in the functioning of the
co-operatives, without losing the focus in the maintaining the acquisitions of the collective

management. This process can increase the creativity and flexibility, since the selfmanagement companies can socialize this appropriation of knowledge for all.
The cumulative know-how them could suffer changes from the self-management
inside environment and can be relaborated or created collectively, indicating a capacity to
transform these knowledge into valued results for the collective.
However, it is possible to affirm that the co-operatives still present deficiencies in its
management. To the processes of appropriation, learning and transformation in the
management and productive organization happens, the self-management companies
need to extend or intensify the formation and qualification in administrative and
production deriving techniques.
As final consideration to a more complete understanding of the transformations
appeared inside of a solidary economical enterprise is necessary to consider a multiplicity of
aspects intervening with the questions of productive process.
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